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Introduction
Multi-level method is a powerful technique for constructing
bandwidth efficient modulation (or signal space) codes. It
allows us to construct modulation codes systematically with
arbitrary large minimum squared Euclidean distance from
component codes (binary or nonbinary) in conjunction with
proper bits-to-signal mapping.
If the component codes are chosen properly, the resultant
modulation code not only has good minimum squared Eu-
clidean distance but is also rich in structural (algebraic and
geometric) properties such as: linear structure, phase in-
variant property and trellis structure.
A modulation code with linear structure has invariant (Eu-
clidean) distance distribution, i.e., the distance distribution
is the same for all code sequences. As a result of this distance
synunetry property, the error probability over a Gaussian
channel does not depend on which code sequence is trans-
mitted. Linearity also simplifies the encoding and decoding
implementations.
Phase invariant (or phase synunetry) property is useful in re-
solving carrier-phase ambiguity and ensuring rapid carrier-
phase resynchronization after temporary loss of synchroniza-
tion. It is desirable for a modulation code to have as much
phase synunetry as possible.
If the component codes have trellis structure, the resultant
multi-level modulation code also has trellis structure. A
trellis diagram for a multi-level modulation code can be ob-
tained by taking the direct product of the trellis diagrams
for its component codes.
Trellis structure allows us to decode a multi-level modula-
tion code with the soft-decision Viterbi decoding algorithm.
\
-i Furthermore, the multi-level structure allows us to decode
a multi-level modulation code with the multi-stage decod-
ing, i.e., component codes are decoded sequentially stage by
stage, decoding information is passed from one stage to the
next. This type of decoding reduces the decoding complex-
ity. Multi-stage decoding is not optimum even though the
decoding of each component is optimum. In this case, it is
a suboptimum decoding; Based on our analysis and simu-
lation results, the difference in error performance between
the optimum decoding of the overall multi-level modulation
code and the suboptimum multi-stage decoding of the code
is very little, a fraction of dB loss.
Multi-Level Code Construction
].is.
• Construction Steps
(1) Selection of a signal set: A set of 2l signal points.
(2) Signal labeling: Each signal point is labeled by a
string of i bits. Such labeling is said to have _ lev-
els. Labeling is generally done by a set partitioning
process.
(3) Selection of component codes: The
component codes may be binary or nonbinary, block or trel-
(4) Code construction:
a multi-level code.
Combine component codes into
(5) Bits-to-signal mapping: Map a label into a signal
point. This mapping results in a multi-level modulation
code.
• If the number of component codes is equal to the number of
labeling levels (t), the resultant modulation code is called a
basic multi-level modulation code.
Example
An 8-PSK 3-Level Block Modulation Code
Signal Set
• Choose an 8-PSK signal set S as shown in Figure 1.
Labeling
• Label each of the 8 signal points by a string of 3 bits,
abc
where a is called the first-level label and c is the third level
label.
The labeling is achieved by set partitioning process as shown
in Figure 2. The signal set is partitioned into a chain of
partitions. The first partition consists of two disjoint subsets
which are labeled by "0" and "1". The second partition
consists of four disjoint subsets which are labeled by 00,01,10
and 11 respectively. The third partition consists of 8 disjoint
subsets, each consisting of only one signal point, which are
labeled by 8 unique 3-tuples.
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Figure 1. An 8-PSK signal set.
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Figure 2. Signal labeling and 8-PSK/QPSK/BPSK partitioning chain.
• The partition is carried out in such a way that, as the parti-
tion level increases, the intra-set distance (the minimum
squared Euclidean distance among signal points) of a set in a
partition increases. For our example, the intra-set distances
at 3 partition levels are:
0.586, 2, 4,
respectively.
From Figure 2, we see that each subset in the first partition
is a QPSK signal set and each subset in the second partition
is a BPSK.
Let )_(.) denote the mapping defined by the labeling.
A(abc) = s is a signal point in the signal set S.
Then
• The 8 signal points and their corresponding labels are shown
in Figure 3.
Each prefix of a label represents a subset of signal points
in S,
a ¢==_
ab
abc
4 signal points in a
QPSK signal set f
2 signal points in a 1
BPSK signal set
a single point in the8-PSK signal set
• Let Q(a) denote the set of signal points whose labels have
"a" as the prefix (Q(a) = QPSK).
• Let Q(ab) denote the set of signal points whose labels have
"ab" as the prefix (Q(ab) = BPSK).
• Let dr,d2, and d3 be the intra-set distances of S, Q(a) and
Q(ab) respectively. For our example,
dt = 0.586, d2 = 2, d3 = 4.
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Figure 3. 8-PSK signal points and their labels.
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Figure 4. QPSK signal constellations.
Selection of Component Codes
• For 1 __ i _< 3, let Ci be a binary (n, ki) code with minimum
Hamming distance 6i.
Code Construction
• Let
= (61,62_''',ai_''"
b-(bl,b2,'",bi,""
-- (Ct,C2_''',Ci_''"
, a.)
, c.)
be three codewords in C1, (72 and 6'3 respectively.
• Form the following sequence,
- _ A ( azbzc2 • anbncn)_,b,c= alblCl, ,'" , •
• For 1 ___i < n, we take aibici as the label of a signal point
in the 8-PSK signal set. Then
,,k(-d • -b , "_) = (,,k(al bl cl ), /k(a2b2c2 ), " " , A(anbncn ) )
is a sequence of n 8-PSK signals.
• The set
C *C2.C3
={ . . : -ae e e e }
is a basic 3-level block 8-PSK modulation code.
Minimum Squared Euclidean Distance
• The minimum squared Euclidean distance of a basic 3-level
modulation code is
D[C] = rain {61 dl , 62d2,63d3}
• For our example,
D[C] = min {0.58661, 262,463}
Remark
In the above construction, each component code contributes
one level of labeling.
Soft-Decision Multi-Stage Decoding
Component codes are decoded with soft-decision maximum
likelihood decoding, one at a time stage-by-stage. The de-
coder information at each stage is passed to the next stage.
The decoding process begins with the first-level component
code and ends at the last-level component code.
• Assume that the channel is an AWGN channel.
• Let
= (_, _,..., _,,..., _,)
be the received sequence at the output of the demodulator
where
ri --- (:gi,Yi) C R 2.
First Stage of Decoding
• Let
= (al, a2,. •-, ai,..., a,,)
be a code sequence in C1.
Let d[r,, Q(a,)] be the minimum squared Euclidean distance
between r, and the points in Q(ai). For our example, Q(a,)
is either the QPSK signal set shown in Figure 4(a) or the
QPSK signal set shown in Figure 4(b).
• For every codeword _ in C1, we compute the distance,
n
i-'1
• Decode _ into _ for which d(_, _) is the minimum.
Second Stage of Decoding
• The decoded information, _, of the first _stage is passed to
the second stage.
• Let d[ri, Q(aibi)] be the minimum squared Euclidean dis-
tance between ri and the points in Q(aibi). For our exam-
ple, Q(aibi) is a BPSK.
• For every codeword b in C2, we compute,
n
d(_, _ • b) _= Z d[ri, Q(aib,)].
i--1
• Decode _ into b for which d(_, _ • b) is the minimum.
Third Stage of Decoding
• The decoded information at the first and second stages,
and b, are made available to the third stage.
• For every codeword _ in C3, we compute,
i=1
n
i--1
d[,',,
d[,.,, )].
• Decode _ into E for which d(_, _ • b * _) is the minimum.
• (_, b, _) forms the decoded set.
l_emarks
• If each component has a trellis structure, then the Viterbi
decoding algorithm can be applied to decode each compo-
nent code.
The multi-stage decoding algorithm (MSD) is not optimum
even though the decoding of each component code is opti-
mum. It is suboptimum.
The difference in performance between the optimum decod-
ing of the overall multi-level modulation code and the sub-
optimal MSD is very small, a fraction of dB in coding gain.
• MSD reduces the decoding complexity drastically.
A Specific Example
• Let RMm,,. denote an r-th order Reed-Muller code of length
n = 2 m and minimum Hanaming distance _ = 2m-_.
vlrL -- 1
• RMm,_ has a 4-section 2( - )-state trellis.
Let Pn denote the even weight single parity-check code of
length n.
• Choose the 8-PSK as the signal set.
• Let C1 = RMs,1, C2 = RMs,3 and Cz = P32. Then 81 = 16,
82 = 4 and 83 = 2.
• The code
C = RM5,1 * RMs,z * P z2
is a basic 3-level 8-PSK modulation code of length 32.
minimum squared Euclidean distance is
The
D[C] = rain {0.586 x 16, 2 x 4, 4 x 2}
=8.
• Each code sequence contains
+31 --63
information bits.
• The spectral efficiency of the code is
63
.[C] = 3_ = 1.966 bits/symbol
• The effective rate of the code is
63
R[C]= -_ bits/dimension
• The first component code C'1 = RM_,I has a 4-section 16-
state trellis; the second component code C2 = RMs,3 also
has a 4-section 16-state trellis; and the third component
code C3 = P3z has a 32-section 2-state trellis.
• The overall modulation code C = C1.C2.C3 has a 512-state
trellis.
• With MSD, each component code can be decoded with the
soft-decision Viterbi decoding.
• Viterbi decoding of the overall modulation code is rather
complicated and expensive.
• The error performance of the code with various decodings
is shown in Figure 5. We see that, with soft-decision multi-
stage decoding, there is almost 5 dB real coding gain over
the uncoded QPSK at the block-error-rate (BER) 10 -6.
• The asymptotic coding gain of this code over the uncoded
QPSK with optimal decoding is
8
D[C]a,u = 10 log10 _ -6 dB.
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Figure 5. Error performance of the basic 3-level block
8-PSK modulation code RMs,z * RMs,3 * Pz_.
Hard-Decision Multi-Stage Decoding
• Let
- ( )r = rl_r2_'",ri_'"_rn
be the received sequence at the output of the demodulator,
where r_ is a point in the R_-plane.
First Stage of Decoding
Divide R 2 into two decision regions, R_ and R_, where R_
contains the signal points whose labels have "0" as the prefix
and R_ contains the signal points whose labels have "1" as
the prefix. For our example of a 3-level 8-PSK modulation
code, the division of R 2 is shown in Figure 6.
Hard decision: If ri is a point in P_,
first-stage detector,
z_ 1) =0.
set the output of the
If r_ is a point in R_, set the detector output
R_ • R_
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Figure 6. Decision regions for the first label bit.
• The binary vector,
z_1_ z_1_ •z_z-O) _ . .....
at the output of the detector is then decoded based on the
first component code (71. The decoding may be maximum
likelihood decoding or algebraic decoding. The schematic
diagram of first-stage decoding is shown in Figure 7.
• Let
- (al, )a = a2,. • •, ai,. "", an
be the decoded codeword.
ri 1st label bit
decision
Decoder
C1
r
Binary
Figure 7. Schematic diagram of thr first-stage hard-decision decoding.
Second Stage of Decoding
• The decoded information, _, from the first decoding stage
is passed to the second stage.
• For ai -- 0, divide the R2-plane into two decision regions,
P_0 and R_I, where R_0 contains those signal points whose
labels have "00" as the prefix and R_I contains those signal
points whose labels have "01" as the prefix.
• For ai - 1, the R2-p]ane is divided into two decision regions,
R_0 and R_I, where R_0 contains the signal points whose
labels have "10" as the prefix and R_I contains the signal
points whose labels have "11" as the prefix.
• For our example, the divisions of R2-p]ane are shown in
Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Decision regions for the second label bit.
• Hard decision: If ai = 0 and ri E P_0, then set the output
of the second stage detector,
If ai = 0 and ri E R_I, then set the detector output,
If ai -- 1 and ri E R_0, then set the detector output,
If ai -- 1 and ri E R_I, then set the detector output,
• The binary vector,
=
at the output of the detector is decoded based on the second
component code C2.
• The schematic diagram of the second-stage decoder is shown
in Figure 9.
• Let
b = (bl, b_,- • •, bi,. • •, bin)
be the decoded codeword at the second-stage of the decod-
ing.
ai
Output from
decoder C1
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decision
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Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the second-stage hard-decision decoding.
Third Stage of Decoding
• The decoded information, _ and b, at the first and second
decoding stages is passed to the third stage.
For 1 _< i < n, the R2-plane is divided into two decision
2
regions, Rash, o2and Ra_b_o2based on ai and bi, where Ra_b_o
contains the signal points whose labels have "aibiO" as the
prefix and R 2 contains the signal points whose labelsat bi 1
have "aibil" as the prefix.
• For our example, the divisions of the R2-plane are shown in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Decision regions for the third label bit.
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Figure 10. Decision regions for the third label bit.
• Hard decision: For given a_bi, if ri is a point in R 2
albiO_
then set the output of the third-stage detector ,
z_ 3) = O;
otherwise, set
• The binary vector,
,Z _..._Z _''.,Z
at the output of the third-stage detector is decoded based
on the third component code C3.
The schematic diagram of the third stage decoder is shown
in Figure 11.
• Let
= (cl, c2,- .., c_,. ••, c_)
be the decoded codeword in C3.
If there are only 3 component codes,
coded set.
(_, b, _) forms the de-
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Figure 11. Schematic diagram of the third-stage hard-decision decoding.
A Specific Example
• Consider the basic 3-level 8-PSK modulation code,
RMs,1 * RMs,3 * P32-
With hard-decision MSD, the error performance of the code
is shown in Figure 5. We see that there is a 2 dB loss com-
pared with soft-decision MSD at BER = 10 -6. However,
there is still a 2.8 dB coding gain over the uncoded QPSK
at BER -- 10 -6.
Hard-decision MSD further reduces the decoding complexity
of modulation codes while still mantains reasonable coding
gain over the uncoded system.
Remarks
MSD of multi-level modulation codes provides a good trade-
off between complexity and performance.
• To achieve high effective rate (or spectral efficiency) and
large gain over uncoded systems, we may use long powerful
component codes.
MSD of multi-level trellis modulation codes is similar to that
of multi-level block modulation codes.
